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Background

- TurningPoint EVS introduced at Surrey in 2006 

- Well established, but ... 

- some students reluctant to use clickers 

- problems getting receivers to work 

- cost of maintenance & expansion

- Logistics involved in distributing clickers

- multiple choice only 

- Decision to trial Polleverywhere in 2014 as potential 

alternative to address these issues.



Polleverywhere trial: staff feedback

- 92% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “I found 

Polleverywhere easy to use” (n=13)

- 100% agreed, “Polleverywhere was easier to use than the clicker 

system” (n=10)

- 85% agreed or strongly agreed, “using Polleverywhere made a 

positive impact on student engagement” (n=13)

- 85% agreed or strongly agreed: “I would like to continue using 

Polleverywhere” (n=13)
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Polleverywhere trial: student feedback

- 93% of students agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “I 

found Polleverywhere easy to use” (n=150)

- 87% agreed or strongly agreed, “I prefer using my own device to 

vote than the clickers supplied by the library” (N=149)

- 90% of students agreed or strongly agreed “overall, I think the use 

of Polleverywhere has been beneficial to the lecture” (N=144)



Polleverywhere trial: issues raised

- A few technical issues e.g. with Wi-Fi and certain browsers

- Cost to students of using mobiles with pay as you go contracts

- Slowness of responses appearing on screen compared with clicker 

system

- Usability issues with presentation of polls

- Some students “not taking open ended response questions 

seriously” …



Polleverywhere @ Surrey

Using open text responses 

Two case studies



Case Study 1: Applied Political Skills

- Optional module Applied Political Skills (mainly 1st year 

students but open to all levels up to PHD)

- Problem with retention in previous years, partly due to 

perceived irrelevance of content

- Polleverywhere used to find out what students would like to 

cover. Three questions asked:

- What skills would you like to develop?

- What topics would you like to cover?

- anything else you would like to see/do?

- Responses used to plan subsequent sessions



Case Study 1: Applied Political Skills



Case Study 1: Applied Political Skills

- Results

- Increased engagement in session

- Students valued opportunity to contribute to content of 

the course

- Some good suggestions that were successfully 

incorporated into the module

- Increase in student ratings for module

- Concerns about the number of ‘irrelevant’ comments



Case Study 2: Psychology and Education

- Final year psychology students studying optional module, 

“Psychology and education”

- Open ended questions used to test student conceptual 

knowledge related to previous week’s teaching

- Students given about 10 minutes to formulate responses, 

typically 100-150 words long

- Peer discussion encouraged in advance of responding

- Lecturer downloads responses, provides feedback for each 

one and publishes all responses in a ‘feedback table’ via 

VLE within 24 hours



Case Study 2: Psychology and Education
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Case Study 2: Psychology and Education

- Results

- Enables prompt feedback

- Free text allows for richer, detailed responses

- Evidence of increased engagement

- Anonymity reduces student reluctance to 

contribute

- Some students prefer writing responses on paper 

(manually transferred to feedback table)



Comparing the two case studies
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